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For Immediate Release
Five Star® Introduces Two New Universal, Low Dust Epoxy Aggregates
Fairfield, CT, January 21, 2013 – Babcock & King, Inc., parent company for Five Star Products, Inc.
and Five Star Marine, Inc. headquartered in Fairfield, CT, is pleased to announce the introduction of two
new universal epoxy aggregates for their popular HP, DP and SP epoxy machinery grouts.
The introduction of these new aggregates will allow Five Star Products’ customers to use the new
aggregates with each of Five Star’s epoxy machinery grouts instead of purchasing separate aggregates
for each system. Available as Epoxy Grout Aggregate Standard grade for pouring installations or Epoxy
Grout Aggregate Pump Grade for use with grouting pumps, the new universal epoxy aggregates have
also been formulated with advanced technologies that significantly reduce the airborne dust associated
with mixing epoxy machinery grouting systems.
“Our new universal epoxy aggregates give our distributors considerably more flexibility and reduce
inventory needs over our past dedicated aggregates,” stated Terry Stysly, VP of Global Sales.

“In

addition, their low dust characteristics make our customers job sites cleaner, cuts down on clean-up
time, and are better for the environment.”
About Babcock & King, Inc.: Is the parent company for Five Star Products, Inc., a global provider of
high-performance construction chemicals to the industrial, infrastructure, and commercial industries,
and Five Star Marine, Inc. a leading manufacturer of marine pile rehabilitation and restorations systems.
Babcock & King, Inc. has been family-owned and operated since 1955.

The company’s product lines

include high-performance cementitious and epoxy machinery grouts, concrete repair and restoration
products, chemical resistant coatings, and waterproofing products sold under the Five Star®, EZ-Cure®,
and PileForm™ brands.
For additional information call 203.336.7900, or visit www.FiveStarProducts.com or www.5starmarine.com.
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